Excitotoxicity: An Organized Crime at The Cellular Level

Abstract

Excitotoxicity is a form of neuronal death induced by increased Glutamate (Glu) signaling which has been implicated in the pathophysiology of a myriad of neuropsychiatric conditions, such as dementia, motor disorders and epilepsy, among many others. The molecular mechanisms underlying excitotoxicity involve alterations of Glu and ionic calcium metabolism, Glu receptor –particularly N-Methyl-D-Aspartate receptors (NMDARs)– and Glu transporter functioning, activation of downstream enzymes including phospholipases and proteases, and activation of pro-apoptotic mechanisms such as the conformation of mitochondrial permeability pores and release of pro-apoptotic factors. Different mechanisms appear to be more relevant in distinct acute or chronic contexts. Knowledge of these aspects has propelled use of NMDAR antagonists such as memantine in the therapeutic management of disorders where excitotoxicity is prominent. In this review, we explore the current views on the neurobiological and clinical aspects of excitotoxicity, presenting this process as a complex organized crime at the cellular level.
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Introduction

Excitotoxicity is a form of neuronal death caused by hyperactivity of excitatory amino acids –mainly Glutamate (Glu)–in the mammal Central Nervous System (CNS) [1]. This activity leads to an excessive cellular influx of ions, particularly calcium, causing the activation of proteases, phospholipases and endonucleases [2].

The neurotoxic effects of Glu were first identified in reports by Lucas and Newhouse in 1957 [3], with studies in mouse retina samples in which after parenteral administration of L-Glutamate, damage to the inner layers of the retina was observed, manifested as partial necrosis of the ganglionic and inner nuclear cells. In the 1960s, further studies emerged on this neurotransmitter and others, such as γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). The term “excitotoxin” was coined to designate excitatory amino acids with neurotoxic effects [4]; and Glu was discovered to be involved in calcium release after cell depolarization [5]. Later, during the 1970s, the glutamate-glutamine cycle was first described, and Glu was found to be reabsorbed by glia cells following its release to the synaptic cleft. Here, it is converted back to glutamine which returns to the synaptic terminals, where is converted back to Glu by the glutaminase enzyme [6].
Excitotoxicity is a complex process that has been associated with an important number of pathologic conditions with great clinical relevance. These include hypoxic-ischemic states [7], hypoglycemia [8], status epilepticus [9], neurodegenerative diseases [1], head trauma [10], as well as with multiple other neuropsychiatric disorders, such as substance abuse and withdrawal disorders, major depression and schizophrenia [11-13]. In view of the prominent role excitotoxicity plays in these conditions, and the potential therapeutic implications of this phenomenon in the management of these disorders, the purpose of this article is to summarize current molecular and neurobiological views on the pathophysiology of excitotoxicity, conceived as a crime or murder of neuronal cells.

The Synapse: Scene of The Crime

Neuronal impulses are transmitted through synapses, the sites where the axon of a presynaptic neuron comes into proximity with a postsynaptic excitable cell. Synapses might be electrical or chemical. In the former, postsynaptic and presynaptic membranes form communicating junctions, which act as high conductance ionic bridges [14]. However, almost all synapses in the human CNS are of chemical nature. In this type of synapses, a molecule released by the presynaptic terminal – also called a neurotransmitter (NT) – mediates the activation of the target cell [15].

Once the NT is released into the synaptic cleft, it may bind to receptors in the postsynaptic membrane. In general, the basic structure of these receptors includes a ligand-binding site and an active site. Ionotropic receptors allow ionic diffusion after being activated by the NT, which causes a change in their structure to a channel-like conformation [16]. Depending on the ion transported through these channels, an ionotropic receptor might be excitatory if it favors the travel of cations, mainly sodium; or inhibitory, if it favors the travel of anions, mainly chloride. Conversely, metabotropic receptors initiate diverse intracellular signaling cascades through second messengers, which in turn trigger an excitatory or inhibitory net effect [17]. Indeed, the structural and functional characteristics of the postsynaptic receptors determine the excitatory or inhibitory nature of the synapses. Figure 1 illustrates this process.

Activation of postsynaptic receptors results in excitatory or inhibitory modifications to the membrane potential of the target cell; which may be enhanced by spatial or temporal summation. Changes in the membrane potential lead to depolarization or hyperpolarization of the target cell [18]. To this end, the neuron must reach a minus negative voltage of -45 mV from a basal potential of -65 mV in order to be depolarized and activate the voltage dependent calcium channels that will trigger the subsequent synopsis [19].

Glutamate, Receptors and Calcium: The Criminals

Glutamate: Intellectual author

Synthesis of Glu is the first step in the chain of events involved in excitotoxicity [20]. In the CNS, Glu is mainly synthesized from endogenous precursors, chiefly α-ketoglutarate, a metabolite from the Krebs Cycle [21]. However, the majority of Glu utilized in synapses derives from the recycling of this molecule in a dynamic pool maintained through the glutamate-glutamine cycle [22]. In this purport, Excitatory Amino Acid Transporters (EAAT) – subtypes EAAT1 and EAAT2-located in astrocyte membranes, may withdraw Glu from the synaptic cleft, ending synaptic signaling. Once in the cytoplasm of astrocytes, Glu is converted back to glutamine through glutamine synthase, and then released to the extracellular space in this inactive form, which may be recaptured by presynaptic terminals. It is here where glutamine might be reconverted to Glu by mitochondrial glutaminase, effectively returning Glu back to its place of origin, where it can be reutilized as a NT [23].

Therefore, the glutamine-glutamate cycle is essential, as it reduces the requirement of de novo synthesis of Glu from the Krebs Cycle and regulates Glu activity through EAATs, thus favoring neuronal energetic stability [24].

Glu excess may have multiple origins, reflecting the different conditions that share excitotoxicity as a common mechanism. These include energetic homestasis disruptions secondary to hypoxic-ischemic states and hypoglycemic states in the CNS [25]. These conditions interrupt the supply of oxygen and glucose to the neurons, which results in disruption of oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondria, reducing ATP levels. Although there are alternative substrates to glucose, such as glycogen, lactate and fatty acids, oxygen is irreplaceable in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation. Therefore, hypoxic-ischemic states stimulate glycogen catabolism, leading to the accumulation of protons and lactate, and therefore, to rapid intracellular acidification and an even greater decrease in ATP availability [26].
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**Figure 1** The axon of the presynaptic neuron is filled with mitochondria and Glu vesicles (Glu). When depolarization occurs, Ca²⁺ voltage-dependent channels play a pivotal role in the cytoskeleton contractile machine, which allows the coupling of synaptobrevin (located in the vesicular membrane) with syntaxin (located in the cellular membrane). Therefore, both membranes fuse together and Glu exocytosis occurs into the synaptic cleft. Here, Glu finds its postsynaptic receptors and once it has fulfilled its function the remaining Glu will be recycled through amino acid excitatory transporters (EAAT) located in astrocytes and later, through enzymatic action it returns to the presynaptic neuron for its storage and future usage.
Eventually, oxidative phosphorylation fails and ATP synthase activity shifts from ATP production to consumption. At critical ATP concentrations, the sodium/potassium pump also fails, causing neuron and astrocyte depolarization [27]. These changes in voltage driven by membrane depolarization and the change in concentration of sodium and potassium result in activation of voltage-dependent calcium channels. This leads to excessive release of excitatory amino acids such as Glu to the extracellular compartment [26]. In addition, in hypoxic-ischemic states, intracellular sodium accumulation drives a shift in the activity of Glu transporters, from moving Glu from the extracellular space into glial cells, to moving Glu from glial cells to the extracellular space, where this NT then accumulates. This results in excitotoxicity [28].

**Glutamate receptors: Accomplices**

Glu exerts its effects in target cells through ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. The former play a fundamental part in excitotoxicity. These receptors form 3 major groups denominated according to their corresponding selective agonists: 1) N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDAR); 2) α-Amino-3-Hydroxi-Methyl-4-Isoxazolpropionate (AMPAR); and 3) Kainic acid receptors (KAR) [29].

NMDARs are associated with non-selective ionic channels that allow the preferential calcium and sodium transport to the intracellular space, as well as the exit of intracellular potassium (Figure 2). Due to their capability for calcium transport, NMDARs are especially important in excitotoxicity [30]. Allosteric binding of various modulating molecules such as glycine might modify the activity of these receptors. Glycine, which is a necessary co-agonist for their proper function [31]. Hydrogen ions—as a reflection of local pH—may suppress their activation whilst polyamines may potentiate their activity [32].

On the other hand, AMPAR permeability to calcium is variable and depends on the presence of the GluR2 subunit. Unlike the other subunits which comprise the AMPAR tetramere (GluR1, GluR3 and GluR4), GluR2 is rich in arginine residues. The positive charge of this amino acid blocks calcium transport; thus, transport of cations is restricted to sodium and potassium only [33]. Therefore, only the forms without this subunit contribute significantly to excitotoxicity [34]. In a similar fashion, KAR permeability to calcium also varies according to its structure, specifically the presence of a p loop in its M2 domain [29].

Furthermore, metabotropic Glu receptors are G protein-coupled, and subdivided in three groups according to their specific antagonists: Group I (3,5-dihydroxifeniglycine) which includes variants mGluR1 and mGluR5; Group II (eglumegad, byphenil-indanone A and DCG-IV) which includes mGluR2-3 and Group III (L-AP4) that includes mGluR4 and mGLUR6-8 [35]. Variants from Group I are located in the postsynaptic membrane and potentiate excitotoxicity as key mediators of the later mechanisms. Through subunit Gi, PLC can be activated, initiating the triphosphate inositol pathway that results in calcium release from intracellular deposits, as observed in Figure 3 [36]. Conversely, group II and III are located in the presynaptic membrane, coupled with subunits Gi/Go. When activated, inhibition of CAMP synthesis occurs. In consequence, these groups act as indirect regulators in postsynaptic Glu receptor activity, augmenting the inhibitory potential of the presynaptic membrane [35].
Glutamate transporters: The cleaning crew

Glu levels in the extracellular space must be tightly regulated in order to avoid prolonged receptor activation and its subsequent rise to toxic concentrations [37]. To this end, Glu transporters retake Glu from the synaptic cleft only seconds after it is released. These EAATs are Na+ and K+ dependent, and are located in the cellular membrane of glial cells and neurons [38]. Although their physiology is yet to be fully elucidated, EAATs are a family of transporters that present great homology amongst each other, which appear to be the main regulators of extracellular Glu concentrations [39]. The EAAT family includes EAAT1 to EAAT5; all of which catalyze Glu transport through a co-transport with Na+ and K+. Through this mechanism, L-Glutamate, L and D-Aspartate can be transported but not D-Glutamate. It has been established that regulation of its expression is given by different mechanisms in every level, from transcription to post-translational modifications [40].

Each EAAT isoform shows distinct cellular locations and molecular characteristics: EAAT1 is a Glu and aspartate transporter, whilst EAAT2 transports only Glu, and both may be found throughout all neurons in the SNC, although EAAT1 is mainly located in the cerebellum [41]. These are the only transporters expressed in astrocytes, whilst EAAT3 is expressed only in neurons in different regions of the brain at low levels. EAAT1, EAAT2 and EAAT3 execute their transport function by exchanging an intracellular potassium molecule for a Glu molecule, three sodium ions, and a hydrogen ion, all of which are taken from the extracellular space. They also function as Cl- channels, similar to EAAT4 and EAAT5, which are located only in the brain and retina and have a greater conductance to chloride, working even as Glu inhibitors [42,43].

The most abundant of the transporters is EAAT2, which is expressed mainly in astrocytes, and reabsorbs Glu from the synaptic cleft, being responsible for up to 95% of its total uptake. EAAT2 dysfunction leads to extracellular Glu accumulation, and it has been associated with neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), Huntington’s disease and Amyotrophic Multiple Sclerosis [44].

Calcium: Material author

Calcium is the final actor in excitotoxicity, being the main culprit of the direct damaging processes in the neuron. Calcium is a divalent cation known for its prominent role as a messenger in multiple metabolic pathways, acting when its intracellular concentration increases [45]. Therefore, calcium levels are kept at lower intracellular concentrations in comparison to extracellular levels through ATP-coupled membrane transporters: A cation antipporter that interchanges intracellular calcium for extracellular sodium and the calcium plasma-membrane pump [46]. Similarly, mitochondria and the smooth endoplasmic reticulum sequester intracellular calcium, also mediated by active transport systems: An ATP-dependent pump, and an antipporter cation protein in the smooth endoplasmic reticulum [47].

These mechanisms are altered in excitotoxicity, not only by Glu hyperstimulation, but also by the decrease in ATP concentration, which impedes the activity of these active transport systems [48]. In this scenario, the consequent neuronal depolarization results in the opening of voltage-dependent calcium channels, exacerbating the already high intracellular concentration and potentiating its harmful effects [1]. Even though the N and T channels are the more prevalent calcium channel types in the CNS, subtype L -characterized by longer opening time and conductance-plays a fundamental role as mediator of delayed excitotoxic mechanisms [49].

Molecular Mechanisms in Excitotoxicity: Reconstructing the Crime Scene

Excitotoxicity may occur acutely or chronically. Acute excitotoxicity is mediated mainly by the increase of extracellular Glu levels, which leads to an excessive depolarization of the postsynaptic membrane and the subsequent sodium, chloride and water influx into neurons, finalizing in membrane rupture and cellular death [1]. In contrast, chronic excitotoxicity tends to occur in the context of local energy production decreases, where typically non-toxic Glu quantities become deleterious; as seen in the penumbra found after ischemic events [50]. Chronic excitotoxicity may also be sustained by Glu transporters anomalies [51]. In the following paragraphs, we describe the main mechanisms common to both acute and chronic excitotoxicity, and those specific to chronic settings.

Modus Operandi: Mechanisms found in acute and chronic settings

Death by calcium overdose: Enzymatic disaster: In excitotoxicity, massive NMDAR stimulation leads to the loss of ionic homeostasis and excess intracellular calcium [52]. This triggers a series of enzymatic reactions that end in cellular death, which include the following:

**Calcium entry:** When excess Glu massively stimulates NMDARs, these receptors are permanently activated, causing an excessive sodium and calcium entry to the neuron. This leads to greater influx towards the mitochondria, resulting in mitochondrial dysfunction, with various possible consequences [2]:

**Mitochondrial permeability pore:** The internal membrane of the mitochondria features a high conductance transition pore. Although its complete structure remains to be fully elucidated, it appears to include a voltage-dependent channel, an adenosine translocator, cyclophilin D and a phosphate transporter [53,54]. All of these components have specific contact points between the internal and external mitochondrial membrane [55]. This channel may be activated by excessive calcium influx to the mitochondria or by reactive oxygen species (ROS) [56]. The formation of this pore appears to begin with the translocation of cyclophilin D from the mitochondrial matrix to the internal mitochondrial membrane (IMM), in order to couple with the adenine nucleotide translocator. This connects the mitochondrial matrix with the cytosol through a channel in the IMM, with a voltage-dependent portion in the external mitochondrial membrane (EMM) [57].
Another possible mechanism involved in the formation of the mitochondrial permeability pore involves binding of the phosphate transporter with the adenine translocator [58].

Once formed, influx of ions and water into the mitochondrial matrix leads to loss of the membrane potential, swelling of the mitochondrial matrix, respiratory chain damage and a consequent decrease of oxidative phosphorylation. This results in diminished ATP production, free radical generation, and EMM rupture, followed by release of calcium and apoptotic factors [59,60]. These include molecules from the BCL-2 family (Bax, Bad, amongst others) [61], cytochrome C, pro-caspases 2, 3 and 9, apoptosis inducing factor and the second caspase activator derived from Smac/Diablo proteins [62]; which then activate caspase-dependent apoptosis or autophagy in the cytosol [63].

**Delayed calcium dysregulation**: This phenomenon describes the sudden and irreversible increase of cytosolic calcium levels that occurs after a period of stability in Glu concentrations. It is apparently caused by intramitochondrial calcium accumulation [64]. Although the mechanisms that lead to this phenomenon have not been clearly established, delayed calcium dysregulation appears to be the final step in a pathway that includes mitochondrial calcium overload and oxidative damage mediated by ROS [65]. Furthermore, it may act as a “point of no return” in neuron death, as it indicates that the calcium regulation has been damaged irreversibly, with release of cell death-promoting messengers from these organelles. Nonetheless, delayed calcium dysregulation does not appear to occur in all mitochondria within a neuron. It is estimated that approximately 35% of these organelles need to be affected before triggering irreversible cellular death [66].

**Phospholipase activation**: Activation of these and other enzymes is a consequence of calcium influx to neurons subjected to supraphysiologic Glu concentrations [67]. These enzymes are found in the cytosol, and contribute to neuronal membrane destruction through enzymatic lipid peroxidation [68]. Activation of phospholipase A generates arachidonic acid and its corresponding metabolites. These inhibit Glu uptake from the synaptic cleft, which leads to a continued activation of Glu receptors and a greater production of arachidonic acid. Increased levels of this molecule also form free radicals, which then activate phospholipase A, constituting a positive feedback loop. This cycle leads to apoptosis and autophagy, as well as formation of free radicals and lipid peroxidation [69].

**Protease activation**: Calpains are a family of calcium-activated cysteine-proteases located in the cytosol and the neuron synaptic terminal [70]. One of their products are free radical, after converting xanthine dehydrogenase into xanthine oxidase [71], an important enzyme in superoxide and hydroxyl (OH) radical production. Damage occurs when free radical concentrations surpass the processing capacity of the cellular antioxidant systems, which leads to oxidative stress and cellular death. Unlike other organs, the brain is especially sensitive to free radicals because it has less endogenous antioxidant systems [72]. The most common free radicals are superoxide, peroxynitrite and OH-. These imbalances result in neuronal death as they damage phospholipidic membranes [73]. Similarly, free radicals may also damage DNA, which may occur acutely in ischemia, or chronically as part of the evolution of neurodegenerative diseases. Oxidative damage to DNA consists in DNA fragmentation and modification of nitrogenous bases [74]. These injuries may be reversible, except for damage caused to RNA [75].

**Nitric oxide synthase**: NMDARs are coupled to neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS), whose activation results in an increase of nitric oxide (NO) concentration [76,77]. Toxic NO levels mediated by its metabolites, peroxynitrite [78], promote DNA fragmentation and interruption of protein kinase signaling. Moreover, in aqueous solutions, peroxynitrite spontaneously converts to OH- promoting lipid peroxidation [71].

**Death in Slow Motion: Mechanisms Specific to Chronic Excitotoxicity**

**EAAT dysfunction**

Deletion of the gene that codifies EAAT2 in mice will cause a 5% decrease in Glu uptake and its subsequent extracellular accumulation, with severe consequences such as hyperactivity, seizures, and restricted growth and premature death when compared to EAAT2-expressing mice [83]. Although EAAT2 has not been reported in humans; EAAT2 mutations may participate in disorders such as schizophrenia, alcoholism, bipolar disorder and ALS [40,84].

**EAAT2 regulation**

EAAT2 activity is regulated by numerous transcriptional and non-transcriptional mechanisms [85]. Amongst the former, repressor mechanisms include Nuclear Factor Kappa B and TNF alpha signaling. It has been observed that astrocytes in isolated cultures have do not express EAAT2, whereas those in neuron and astrocyte cultures show decreased EAAT2 expression after neuronal destruction. This highlights the necessary presence of neurons and glia cells for the expression of these transporters [86]. Epigenetic factors are also involved in EAAT2 expression, including CpG promoter methylation, which is lower in astrocytes in isolated cultures as well [87].

Non-transcriptional mechanisms include relocalization of transporters in response to signaling molecules, mainly PKC, that will act in positive and negative membrane EAATs “cluster” sites.
[88-90]. Because EAATs only act when located in the plasmatic membrane, their redistribution to this site results in potentiated Glu uptake [91].

In AD models, ARNm levels of EAAT2 appear to be normal, suggesting EAAT2 dysfunction caused by a post-transcriptional regulation mechanism [92]. In a mice model, utilization of a translational activator for EAAT2 restored EAAT2 function, with decreased risk for premature death, memory loss and amyloid β peptide accumulation [93].

**Excitotoxicity: Clinical Implications**

Excitotoxicity plays a fundamental role in neurodegenerative chronic disorders (Table 1), where a decrease in energy levels is prominent [94].

**Alzheimer’s disease**

In AD, Glu exerts tonic activation of NMDARs, which generates neuronal damage through calcium-dependent stimulation of catabolic enzymes [95]. Exaggerated hippocampus neuron activity could be an early sign of AD-related neuron degeneration [96]. At the molecular level, the hallmark β-amyloid plaques found in AD have been related to greater Glu synaptic release [97]. In addition, β-amyloid plaques also appear to activate or sensitize NMDARs, and conversely, NMDAR activation may promote β-amyloid synthesis [98]. Furthermore, continuous activation of NMDARs has been observed to impair long-term neuroplasticity which is required for memory formation [99]. These phenomena constitute the basis for the use of NMDAR antagonists-essentially memantine-in the treatment of AD, memantine is a non-competitive, voltage-dependent NMDAR antagonist [100]. The low-moderate affinity this molecule displays for NMDARs is particularly important for its beneficial role in AD, as it allows for NMDAR blocking preferentially when it is excessively open, and is fast-off the receptor, therefore inhibiting hyperactivation while retaining sufficient basal activation to prevent disruption of normal synaptic activity [101-103]. Indeed, memantine is regarded as a more tolerable alternative to other NMDAR antagonists, such as ketamine, phencyclidine and MK-801, which do not match these pharmacodynamic properties [104]. Memantine has been observed to improve cognition, behavior, and daily functioning in subjects with AD, especially in moderate-severe cases [104,105]. Nevertheless, its effect size appears to be reduced [106], and it significantly increases the risk for side effects such as somnolence, weight gain, hypertension, falls and various nervous system disorders [107]. Thus, the search for further NMDAR antagonists with improved clinical utility or tolerability remains subject to intense ongoing research [108].

**Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis**

Excitotoxicity has been observed in subjects with motor neuron disease, with findings of Glu in the cerebrospinal fluid of individuals with ALS [109]. Similarly, beneficial effects for these patients...
have been found after the use of riluzole, an FDA approved drug that targets pathways related with ion transportation, including inhibition of Glu release at the presynaptic level [110]. Studies in rat hypoglossal motor neurons have suggested that increased levels of glycine might play a role in increased excitotoxicity in said neurons [111]. An antagonist for the glycine site on the NMDAR could therefore be used as a possible therapy for excitotoxicity reduction (REF). Functional defects in high-affinity sodium-dependent transporters responsible for Glu uptake have also been found in synaptosomes in the spinal cord and affected brain areas of ALS patients [112].

**Parkinson’s disease**

On the other hand, in Parkinson’s disease, excitotoxicity may be mediated by parkin, a protein codified by the PARK2 gene, which regulates stability and function of the excitatory Glu synapses. Postsynaptic parkin acts as a buffer for neuronal excitation. In contrast, parkin inexpression or mutant expressions are linked with increased synaptic efficiency and the proliferation of Glu synapses, which generates an elevated vulnerability towards excitotoxic processes in key sites, such as the substantia nigra [1]. Dopaminergic neurons in the CNS vulnerable to Parkinson’s disease exhibit bursting activity with increased activation of NMDARs expressing the NR1 subunit in higher than normal quantities [113].

**Huntington’s disease**

Finally, excitotoxicity has also been implicated in Huntington’s Disease (HD). Genetic studies in transgenic mice demonstrated that there is greater inclination towards neuronal death mediated by NMDARs in mice with HD, specifically through caspase 3-mediated apoptosis [114,115]. An increased number of postsynaptic NMDARs are present in the synapses, potentiating an excito-toxic effect. More specifically, the activation of the GluN2B subunit of NMDARs has been identified as a promoter of excitotoxicity induced by mutant huntingtin protein [116] which has been confirmed with the use of ifenprodil, a GluN2B antagonist in HD mouse cultured neurons in which it has been observed the absence of toxicity after administrating the drug [117].

**Concluding Remarks**

Analysis of neuronal death by excitotoxicity as a crime scene allows for the proposal of novel therapeutic approaches to diseases where this phenomenon is prominent. NMDA receptor antagonists are currently being explored in the context of an ample catalogue of disorders beyond AD, including epilepsy [118], depression [119] and hyperalgesia [120]. Recently, a role in NMDAR activation has been linked to depression and suicidal behavior, widening the consequences of the crime that is excitotoxicity [121,122]. Indeed, the future appears compelling for interventions based on NMDAR antagonism, which might be the way to redefine views on the management of a myriad of neuropsychiatric disorders.
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